
... anger would fuel his work, and its purity sustain it. 
 
 
For non-photographers, the ratio of negatives to pictures-in-books that Robert Adams produced on 
this project most likely seems large: over 5,000 pictures made and, of those, fewer than one hundred 
selected for initial publication. ... 
 
 
Photography is of course an analytic, not a synthesizing, medium: photographs are commonly 
produced all-at-once, as light strikes a piece of film. This is unlike the other visual arts, where 
paintings and related kinds of pictures (including the most rapidly sketched drawing), are built through 
a process of accretion, stroke by stroke. Writers, too, even the most fluent, parallel these synthesizing 
procedures as they shape their texts one draft after another, but their practice at least suggests that of 
photographers, since it involves, in part, an editing process applied to words — and, by extension, to 
the things that words signify. As W.H. Auden put it, “it is both the glory and the shame of poetry that 
its medium is not its private property, that a poet cannot invent his words,” an observation also true 
when applied to photography and the photographer’s inability to invent his “worlds.” 
 
 
But where a poet combines, over time (be it minutes or years), the words of a shared language to make 
a poem, a photographer combines, instantaneously, a jumble of things out- there (which often share 
little more than their adjacency) to make a picture. Individual photographs, then, are less like poems 
than unique ideograms, or picture-complexes, that freeze the moment when the objects, air, and 
dimension framed in a viewfinder are incorporated and fixed together in an unalterable mix by being 
exposed on film. Because any shift of lens position or subject or light (to say nothing of the camera 
operator’s concentration) irremediably changes the picture the photographer will make next, his only 
strategy for clarifying or amending his thinking is to yield it up to making yet another exposure, and, 
as he does so, to add to an unseen store of images. Unlike the artist or poet, who can revise a given 
work without accumulating a series of physically distinct versions of that work equal to the number of 
changes made to it, the photographer builds just such an archive simply by photographing. 
 
 
As anyone who has used a camera should be reminded, this process is essentially a blind one and, 
initially, a matter of faith: a photograph is, upon exposure, only a latent image (necessarily 
unviewable, therefore mysterious) until a negative is produced. But even then, that negative represents 
something that any photographer, no matter how experienced, can only insecurely imagine as he 
exposes his film; that is (as described earlier), the reduction of the blooming, often febrile, world 
caught in his camera into a bloodless picture. 
 
 
Photographers, then, are, in one way or another, always working in the dark, anticipating a state of 
things while they photograph (a perfect negative of a strong picture) that their procedures seem 
determined to withhold. At the same time, the fact of being out in the world, all eyes, pressed by the 
ambient torque of life and landscape, creates its own urgent tides: in a recent interview, when asked 
what led him to make his pictures for The New West, Adams quickly answered “pleasure,” but then 
went on to add, “I remember once at the end of a long summer day of picture taking I found myself so 
exhausted from trying to record the last light over the suburbs that I couldn’t work the camera. When 
would the light ever be that way again, I thought.” ... 
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